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Helper Hounds
Meet these uncommon heroes
with wet noses and big hearts.
Each book focuses on a different
emotional support dog and
how they help kids process and
overcome emotional challenges.
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Books 1 & 2 in
an on-going series

Helps Mary Make New Friends
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Penny

Ages 6 to 9
Grades 1–3 / RL 2
72 pages
5.5" x 7.5"
Lexile 600s
Free Lesson Guides

Features:
• Soft and simplified illustrations
• End-of-book Tips for
emotional support needs
• Fun Facts About the Breeds

Coming
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From Sparky Helps Mary Make New Friends
Because just behind the cat was Mary.
No matter how badly I wanted to chase this
cat, or at least give her a little peek into my
strong canine teeth, that wasn’t a good model
of making friends for Mary. And I was here for
her. I was here to help Mary make friends.
And that green-eyed, peanut-butter-bananamuffin-smelling cat was going to help me do it.

CHAPTER 6

But first, I was going to help Mary settle down.
Relaxing and believing it’s going to be OK is
the second trick for making new friends. When
we get too nervous, we forget to believe in
ourselves. That’s why settle down is the second
trick for making new friends.
Humans don’t usually know this, but dogs
can smell your nervousness. We can also hear
your heartbeats—especially when they speed up.
But smell is the main thing.
Fear and anxiety smell a little like sweat.
They smell a lot like gasoline. Like if you pump
gas into your car on a real hot day. Well, sort of.
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From Penny Helps Portia Face Her Fears

Be Nice
Most dogs are nice. Just like most people are
nice! The nicer you are to dogs, the nicer
they’ll be to you. Of course, the beautiful thing
about most dogs—including so many dogs at
the shelters now—is that dogs are the most
forgiving creatures on Earth. Some people are
mean to dogs, but dogs still keep treating us
like kings and queens. They need us to be kind
to them.
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FUN FACTS
About Pit Bulls

In this story, Penny is a super-sweet dog. Most
pit bulls are. Unfortunately, these dogs have
a bad reputation. Some people think they are
vicious and likely to bite. Many people are
afraid of pit bulls. But as Penny shows us, pit
bulls are not scary at all. They are usually big
bundles of love!
Pit bulls are not an
actual breed, like a German
Shepard or a Dachshund.
The name “pit bull” is used
in broad terms for a large
group of dogs. In the United
States, this group includes the
pit bull terrier, the Staffordshire
bull terrier, and the American
Staffordshire terrier.
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